PARK DAVIDSON & COMPANY Ltd
308 The White Studios,
Templeton on the Green,
GLASGOW G40 1DA
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THE CHOIR UNIFORM SPECIALISTS
Note the men’s
matching ties—
we do these too!

Glendale Choir, Consett

Berwick Arts Choir
X135 + X103

X132 + BL1110 + X101

BL231+ X102
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X132+BL228+SK101

For the men we can supply bow ties,
ordinary ties, cummerbunds and
waistcoats to match. Just ask!

..and ladies’ scarves
City Of Glasgow Chorus

White

Red

Ivory

Turquoise

Pink

Jade

Fuchsia

Mint

Rose

Emerald

Begonia

Bottle

Wine

Harrow Harmony

Wisteria

Eggplant

Purple

Aubergine

Royal

Ink

Black

The blouse material shown is our popular Polyester ‘peachskin’ which is always
available but we can also source many other fabrics or even use your own if desired.

Appearance matters. Look good equals feel good. If you feel good you sing well.
Fact! Many hundreds of choirs throughout the UK have used our first class
service and have been transformed. Why not join them?
Just phone or email us and you will be not be disappointed. Promise!

Kirkintilloch Choir
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Surrey Heath Choir

X108 in Fuchsia

BL231 in Red

BL229 in Jade

X104 in Jade

BL1209 in White
with black spot

Mandarin neck,
rounded fronts, full
length sleeves

Round neck, notched
front, 3/4 sleeves

Neat collar, rounded
fronts, full length
sleeves

‘V’ neck, longer length
and 3/4 sleeves

X132 Edge to edge Jacket in
Jade over BL228 Camitop

g trousers
Or wide le

irt style
Pick a sk

BL230 in Purple

X135 in Pink

Longer length shirt with
yoke and full length
sleeves

BL231 in Emerald

Style as BL229 above
but with 3/4 sleeves

Style details can be mix and
matched–ie the collar from
one and the sleeves from
another. The choice is yours!
Tops BL228 (L) and BL1110 (R)

X101 Elastic waist
‘A’ line skirt

All styles
available for
you to sample

X102 Straight skirt
with back split

X103 Stylish
‘fit’n’flare’

X137 Wide leg
trousers with elastic
waist and side zip

Skirts are unhemmed to allow them to be finished at the exact length required.
The stylish fit’n’flare skirt is offered in three lengths to avoid losing the flare.

